
Operation Cyan Rapier – Phase 1  
Praetorian Team Knife-6 has completed their reconnaissance of the Estrella del Mar area and has moved 
into the ruins of a seaside resort to await extraction. Elements of the 1117th ODSB have been tasked with 
recovering the Praetorian teams and their valuable intelligence. However, a Scourge Overseer (designated 
Red Cloud) has been hunting Knife-6 for weeks. A diversion by local Resistance groups directed Red 
Cloud's efforts to the far side of the operations area, but the Scourge have detected the incoming extraction 
force and are scrambling to redeploy to Estrella del Mar. 

Number of Players: 2 

Army Roster (Attacker - UCM): Standard, 1300 points, +/-50; must include at least 1 UCM 
Expeditionary Battlegroup with 3 Praetorian or Praetorian Sniper Squads 
Army Roster (Defender - Scourge): Standard, 1300 points, +/-50 
Deployment (Attacker): All Battlegroups begin the game in Readiness. Fast Mover Squads start in 
Reserve. 
Deployment (Defender): Scourge Warrior Cabal Battlegroups use Direct Deployment. All other 
Battlegroups begin the game in Reserve. 
Duration: 7 turns 

Set-up - The Scourge player places 12 Possible Objectives within his half of the board. These must be 
placed in structures (max. 1 per structure) and not in the open or within 6" of another Possible Objective. 
Before the game, the UCM player secretly records the location of his 3 Praetorian Squads, one Squad per 
Possible Objective Marker. 

Victory Conditions - If a Praetorian Squad is destroyed (by shooting, CQB, or a transport crash) that squad 
becomes an Objective Marker (representing incapacitated survivors), worth 1VP to whoever is holding 
them on the board at the end of the game, or 2VP for whoever gets them off the board at the end of the 
game. An uncontrolled Objective Marker is worth no VP to either side. 

If the UCM manages to evacuate a Praetorian squad off the board intact (i.e., not wiped out), it is worth 
2VP. If a Praetorian Squad is alive on the board at the end of the game and not engaged in CQB, and not in 
the same location as an enemy unit, the UCM player scores 1VP. 
 
If a transport carrying a Praetorian squad is shot down and the squad is destroyed in the crash (or the 
transport explodes in the air), the squad becomes an Objective Marker as above, representing a couple of 
immobile, badly injured survivors.  
 
If a Praetorian-carrying transport is forced down over water, and the squad survives, they cannot move or 
shoot, and can only be activated to embark a transport. If the squad does not survive the crash, they do not 
become an Objective Marker (any wounded crash survivors are assumed to have drowned). The Scourge 
player earns 1Vp in this case. 

Break ties with Kill Points. 

Special Rules - In order to find the hidden Praetorian Squads, the Scourge player must enter a structure 
containing a Possible Objective Marker. If a Praetorian Squad is there, it must then be revealed.  
 
The UCM player can activate his hidden Squads for moving or shooting as normal, but their location is 
then instantly revealed and these Squads remain detected for the rest of the game and cannot become 
hidden again. 

Because the Scourge Overseer wants the Praetorians alive, the Scourge player may not destroy a structure 
with an unrevealed Possible Objective Marker. Once a Possible Objective Marker is removed or revealed to 
be an enemy Squad, the structure may be attacked normally. 
 



Points of interest: 
 
1. The smallest buildings are too small (Micro) to hold any squads (Garrison Factor 0). 
 
2. The other buildings in the town are Tiny to Small. The castle ruins are Small/Hardened 
 
3. The cardboard buildings, representing the hotels, are Standard buildings ranging from Small to Large. 
 
4. The paved part of the road is Excellent ground. The unpaved part and all off-road areas except the beach 
are Good Ground. The Beach is Poor ground due to the soft sand. 
 
5. The stands of trees are Small Features. 
 
6. The cliffside is Steep. 
 
7. It is 36" to the centerline of the board. The Scourge player will be placing Possible Objective Markers 
(and therefore possible hidden locations for the Praetorians) in their table half. Going all out with transports, 
the UCM needs 2 turns to cover 36 inches. It's gonna get hot! 
  



Operation Cyan Rapier – Phase 2 
With the successful (but costly) recovery of the Praetorian insertion teams from Estrella del Mar, UCM 
command gives the go-ahead for Phase 2, a strike at the Scourge command elements in the area of 
operations. With the Praetorians taken out of the line to recover, UCM General Magday reluctantly 
decides to commit his heavy assets, hoping to deal the Scourge a knockout blow before the main landing 
operation. This is a risky and controversial strategy, as the relatively small UCM task force assigned to this 
operation cannot afford many losses. Nevertheless, the UCM forces once again prepare for battle. 

Unbeknownst to the UCM planners, the Scourge have more reserves than originally thought, and have 
managed to keep them hidden even from the Resistance spies. As a result, their defenses near their 
headquarters complex will be at full strength to face the coming assault! 
 
Number of Players: 2 
Army Roster (Attacker - UCM): Standard, 1750 points, must include at least one Praetorian Sniper squad. 
Army Roster (Defender - Scourge): Defender & Reinforcements, 1750 points 
Deployment (Attacker): One Praetorian Sniper squad may use Direct Deployment and may set up hidden 
(see special rules below). All other Battlegroups begin the game in Readiness. Fast Mover Squads start in 
Reserve. 
Deployment (Defender): Scourge Warrior Cabal Battlegroups use Direct Deployment. All other 
Battlegroups begin the game in Reserve. 
Duration: 6 turns 

Victory Conditions -  

Break ties with Kill Points. 

Special Rules – A Praetorian Sniper squad has infiltrated the area ahead of the main assault, carefully 
scouting the battlefield and setting up several hide sites containing remote sensing equipment. The snipers 
themselves have also taken the time to utilize their digital ghillies and physical camouflage to best effect 
and have become invisible against the terrain. 

The UCM player may place up to 5 Possible Objective markers (one of which is the actual sniper squad) 
representing possible hidden locations of the snipers, who have placed digital ghillies in these positions to 
both spoof and remotely spot enemy positions and targets. 

These Possible Objective markers can be placed anywhere on the table that is at least 12” away from an 
enemy unit if placed in cover, and at least 24” away from an enemy unit if placed in the open (representing 
the camouflage provided by the digital ghille). One marker should be marked to indicate the actual 
presence of the Sniper squad and placed face down. 

When the game begins, each of the Possible Objective markers is treated as if it had the Scout special rule 
for the UCM player and can spot targets for Indirect Fire or Call it In. 
 
Possible Objective markers can be fired upon. They have no countermeasures but can be hit only on an 
unmodified roll of 6. If hit, the UCM player must immediately remove the marker and reveal the presence 
of the Sniper squad if it is there. The Scourge player then rolls for damage against the newly revealed 
Sniper squad normally (taking cover modifiers and so on into account). If a Scourge unit moves into base 
contact with a Possible Objective it is immediately removed and the snipers revealed if they are there. 

The UCM player can activate his hidden Sniper squad for moving or shooting as normal, but their location 
is then instantly revealed and the squad remains detected for the rest of the game and cannot become 
hidden again. All other Possible Objective markers are removed if the Sniper squad is revealed, either by 
enemy fire or friendly activity. 



Bad Intel – The Scourge have another reserve force unknown to UCM intelligence or local resistance spies. 
The Scourge player may prepare a single Battle Group of any type, of up to 350 points. This Battle Group 
begins the game in Reserve and begins rolling for entry on Turn 3. 
 
Points of Interest: 
1. The huts are Tiny structures. 
2. The spaceport enclosure wall and turret sections are Small (DP10) Hardened (Armor 8) buildings. 
3. The bunkers have 20DP and are Hardened (Armor 8) 

 
 
  



Operation Cyan Rapier - Phase 3 
The Scourge high command in the Estrella del Mar area has been dealt a crippling blow with the loss of 
their Overlord, Broken Tower. Now, while the Scourge are in disarray and not fully mobilized, UCM 
General Magaday launches Phase 3, a full-scale orbital drop into the area with the intention of 
establishing a beachhead for future re-conquest operations. The military complex near the Marina de la 
Ostra has been identified as the best location for the initial landing operation.  

The success of the previous operations has prevented the Scourge from concentrating their forces and 
thrown their command and control into disarray. Even so, the Scourge mobility will allow them to respond 
quickly, and the attackers will have to secure their initial positions quickly in order to prepare for the 
inevitable counterattack. 

Number of Players: 2 
Army Roster: (Attacker - UCM): Standard, 2,000 points, all units must have a Transport since they are 
dropping straight into action from orbit. 
Army Roster (Defender - Scourge): Standard, 2,000 points 
Deployment (Attacker): All Battlegroups begin the game in Readiness, including Fast Mover Squads. 
Attacker has no table edge, as they are dropping from orbit. On Turn 1 the Attacker may place units from 
Readiness anywhere on the table. This counts as their full move but Transports may attempt to land and 
disembark units. This is a dangerous maneuver - if an Attacker's Transport attempts to Disembark units on 
Turn 1 after coming out of Readiness, roll 2d6 and add the results together. The dropship crashes on a 
result of a 2 or 3. Attacker units Disembarking on Turn 2 do not need to roll. 
Deployment (Defender): Half of the Defender’s Battlegroups (including all Infantry Battlegroups) must 
Direct Deploy anywhere on the table, but Battlegroups must be deployed as evenly as possible among the 4 
table quarters. Any squads Directly Deployed must be entirely within the quarter their Battlegroup has been 
assigned to. Fast Movers start the game in Readiness. The other half of the Defender’s Battlegroups start in 
Reserve and may enter on any table edge. 
Duration: 6 turns 
Victory Conditions: At the end of 6 turns each player scores 1 Victory Point for each 2' by 2' board quarter 
that contains at least one of their ground (Vehicle or Infantry) units. The player that has the most points 
worth of ground units in a given 2' by 2' quarter scores an additional 2 Victory Points for that section.  
 
Special Rules:  

1. With the loss of the Overlord Broken Tower, the Scourge may not have a Commander higher than 
Level 4 (Master). 

2. Attacker units which land within range of enemy AA units are subject to enemy Reaction Fire. 
  
Points of Interest: 

1. Bunkers have 20DP and are Hardened Structures (Armor 8) 
2. Other buildings in the complex are Small Structures (Armor 6) 

 



 
  



Operation Cyan Rapier - Phase 4 
The assault on the Marina de la Ostra military complex resulted in a bloody stalemate. While Scourge 
casualties were crippling, they managed to hold on to several key defensive positions. Likewise, the UCM 
assault force took heavy losses but seized roughly half of their initial objectives. Now, the fighting between 
these two beleaguered forces continues as both sides rush to reinforce their units, claim victory, and take 
control of this vital location. 

Preliminary UCM attacks on Scourge C3i assets during Cyan Rapier phases 1 and 2 resulted in the loss of 
most of their high-level commanders, resulting in an overall lack of coordination and slow response. After 
finally withdrawing their forces from engagements with the Resistance in the mountains surrounding 
Estrella del Mar, the Scourge have assembled a relief column under an Enslaver-level commander (code 
named Black Fox) and sent it hurtling toward Marina del la Ostra.  

Strong UCM reinforcements have yet to be deployed from orbit and General Magaday is reluctant to 
commit his reserves fully if the units currently on the ground can get the job done. Elements of Company A-
5-3 of the 1117th ODSB and the 201st Airmobile Artillery Regiment, assigned to a defensive cordon around 
Marina de la Ostra, have moved into a blocking position along the routes into the military district with 
orders to hold at all costs. 

Number of Players: 2 
Army Roster: (Attacker - Scourge): The Scourge force may not have more than a Level 2 Commander 
(Enslaver).  
Army Roster (Defender - UCM): The UCM force must include at least one squad of Longbow Artillery, 
two Infantry squads, and may not have more than a Level 3 Commander (Lieutenant). 
Deployment (Attacker): All attacking forces begin the game in Readiness, with Fast Movers in Reserve. 
Deployment (Defender): Defending Legionnaire and Expeditionary battle groups must be deployed via 
Direct Deployment. All other battle groups may be deployed via Direct Deployment or placed in Readiness. 
Fast Movers and any transports for ground units begin the game in Reserve. 
Duration: 6 turns  
Victory Conditions: At the end of the game, the player with most VPs for control of Focal Points wins. 
Break ties with Kill Points. 
 
Special Rules:  
1. Three Focal Points are placed on the board in the Defender’s fighting positions (after they have been 

placed). One Focal Point is placed with each group of fighting positions. After these Focal Points are 
placed, the Attacker places one more Focal Point anywhere on the board that is no more than 12” away 
from any of the Defender’s fighting positions. 

2. Infantry in marked fighting positions have Soft and Body cover, and do not take Falling Masonry 
damage.  

3. Infantry squads in marked fighting positions are treated as having an Armor rating one better than 
normal (to a maximum of 6). 

 
 
Points of Interest:  
1. All structures are Micro and too small to hold troops. 
2. Stands of trees are Small Features. 
3. Fighting Positions – the sandbag terrain pieces represent dug in fighting positions consisting of short 

trenches, foxholes and gun emplacements. The UCM player may place 9 of these pieces in groups of 3, 
and each piece may be no more than 2” from any other piece in the group. Each fighting position may 
hold one Infantry base or one Vehicle. To gain the defensive benefits of a fighting position, the unit 
must be in contact with the terrain piece. Infantry squads must deploy all their bases in the same group 
of fighting positions. While in the fighting position, the Infantry squad does not have to maintain B2B 
contact. If an Infantry base must leave a fighting position for any reason, all the other bases in the 
squad must also leave. Fighting positions protect infantry from incoming fire from all directions. 
Vehicles in fighting positions are considered Hull Down only against incoming fire that crosses the 



fighting position. Skimmers in contact with a fighting position can take either the Skimmer bonus or 
the Hull Down bonus, but not both. 

 
 

 


